A genetic element integrating site specifically into a prokaryotic gene usually carries a copy of the 3 portion of that gene that restores the active gene even as the original is disrupted. A cryptic element in Mesorhizobium loti instead carries a copy of the 5 end of the tRNA gene into which it integrated. This has implications for the evolution of new integrase-site combinations.
Prokaryotic genetic elements often encode integrases that allow site-specific integration into the host chromosome. When the host integration site (attB) lies within a gene, the element usually carries at its integration site (attP) the same segment of the gene as that displaced; integration disrupts yet smoothly restores the active gene (Fig. 1A) . This strategy allows the use of host sequences that are conserved (and therefore reliable) as integration sites without compromising host viability. Although DNA strand crossover occurs in very small (7-bp) segments, elements have apparently been able to capture from a host genome the somewhat larger segment required to restore the target gene. In all previously described cases, it is the 3Ј portion of the target gene that is captured in attP.
Why are 3Ј ends of genes captured in attPs rather than 5Ј ends? Several explanations have been proposed (2, 10) . (i) Regulatory signals at the 5Ј ends of genes are more difficult to replace and more crucial than signals at the 3Ј ends of genes. An apparent factor-independent transcriptional terminator is frequently found downstream of the gene fragment in attP, but a terminator may be simpler to provide, and function in a broader host range, than the promoter that would need to accompany 5Ј capture. (ii) A 5Ј gene fragment displaced by integration could create an expressed pseudogene that is potentially deleterious either to a virus during lytic growth or to the host after integration. (iii) The mechanism whereby target gene fragments are captured may be directional if, for example, tRNAs or mRNAs mark their own genes by hybridization. Capture may be too infrequent to access experimentally, but enlarging of the database of integration site usage will serve such inquiry.
The rapidly increasing set of completely sequenced bacterial genomes is a rich source of cryptic element sequences. For the majority of classical integrases of the tyrosine recombinase family, a tRNA gene in the host chromosome serves as the target site (7, 10) . The integrase gene (int) and attP are typically adjacent, facilitating their coevolution, and in about half of the cases int is situated next to the intact tRNA gene in the integrated element. A simple approach can identify candidate endpoints for some cryptic elements: find an adjacent inttRNA gene pair in an annotated genome and then perform a search with the tDNA sequence for a large duplicated segment in the same orientation as the tRNA gene and across from int. In the recently sequenced Mesorhizobium loti chromosome (4), we identified two cryptic elements, Mlo45V and Mlo105R (named for the host species, the size in kilobase pairs, and the identity of the tRNA gene), in this way. For these and the previously identified M. loti symbiosis island (9), the intact tRNA genes comprising attL are oriented toward the element, as the usual 3Ј-end duplication strategy demands (Fig. 1A) .
A fourth integrase gene of M. loti is adjacent to a tRNA-Ser gene; however, this tRNA gene aims away from int. Nonetheless, a 39-bp block with sequence and orientation identical to that of the 5Ј portion of the tRNA gene is found 38 kbp away, on the other side of the integrase gene ( Fig. 1B and 2 ). This preliminary indication for a cryptic element (Mlo38S) requires further support, since its attP would be exceptional. Comparison with other partitions of the M. loti genome suggests an exogenous origin for Mlo38S ( Table 1) . As for other M. loti genetic elements, the (AϩT):(CϩG) ratio and codon bias (5) FIG. 1. Restoration of tRNA genes upon integration. (A) Blocks of sequence identity (brackets) between reacting circular DNAs typically extend from the crossover segment (solid boxes) to the 3Ј end of the target gene; consequentially, the gene is restored upon integration and aims toward the integrated element. (B) Mlo38S reverses the usual orientation of its target gene by, instead, replacing its 5Ј end, which presumably creates an expressed pseudogene. Despite the differing relationships to target genes, the integrases from these two elements are closely related (31% identity). The 14,263-bp element Sco14R was found in S. coelicolor genome sequence data (www.sanger.ac.uk); annotation of its gene content (GenBank entries AL035707 and AL049573) suggests a close relationship to integrative plasmid pSAM2.
of Mlo38S are distinctly elevated relative to those of the remainder of the genome. Mlo38S has the lowest percentage of genes with at least some functional assignment; other than its integrase, only two of its proteins are assigned (4), homologs of the two subunits of the phage P22 enzyme that initiates headful DNA packaging. This suggests that Mlo38S may be a prophage, although the source of virion structural proteins has not been identified.
A hypothetical problem arising from integration that replaces the 5Ј end of an expressed gene is that the gene fragment remaining at attL would be expressed (2) . The transcriptional status of Mlo38S attL is unclear: potential Ϫ35 and Ϫ10 sequences indicated in Fig. 2 have unusually long spacing; a better candidate for a strong promoter would initiate transcription 426 bp upstream of the tDNA fragment. It is also unclear whether expression of such a tDNA fragment would, in fact, be deleterious, but if its expression has been dampened by mutation since the integration of Mlo38S, then the host may not survive with the weakened gene that would be left after excision of the element. The tRNA-Ser encoded at Mlo38S attR must be expressed, being the only M. loti tRNA that can decode UCA codons; its likely promoter is at the end of the integrase gene (Fig. 2) .
Bradyrhizobium japonicum provides a redundant instance of the Mlo38S integration system; it has the gene for the closest known BLAST homolog of the Mlo38S integrase (52% identity), at the same orientation to the same tRNA gene (Fig. 2) . Phylogenetic analysis (10; see also the Tyrosine Recombinase Web Site at http://members.home.net/domespo/trhome.html) tends to place these two integrases, associated with a 5Ј gene fragment capture event, into a small subfamily with integrases associated with the standard capture of the 3Ј ends of different tRNA genes, from pSE101, pSE211, and the element Sco14R (Fig.  1A) that we have newly identified in Streptomyces coelicolor.
While some integrases appear to promote crossover at T-loop or T-stem/acceptor-stem junction tDNA (1, 10) , the beststudied tDNA-specific integrases catalyze DNA strand crossover in a 7-bp segment corresponding precisely to anticodonloop tDNA (3, 6, 8) . In these cases, as for pSE101, pSE211, and Sco14R, the blocks of identical sequence shared by attL and attR just encompass the anticodon-loop tDNA and extend 3Ј. Crossover at anticodon-loop tDNA, which is flanked by the symmetrical sequences that encode the anticodon stem, mirrors the preference of lambda integrase (whose attB is not in tDNA) for symmetrical core binding sites flanking its crossover segment. The attLR identity block for Mlo38S also just encompasses anticodon-loop tDNA, although extending 5Ј (Fig. 2) . Termination of identity at the commonly used anticodon-loop sublocation, and the close relationship of its integrase to others associated with 3Ј captures, suggests that Mlo38S exhibits a rare outcome of a standard mechanism of target gene fragment capture. This mechanism can now be said not to oblige the 3Ј direction. The strong directional bias that is still observed may yet be imparted upon capture or may result from negative selection after 5Ј captures. 
